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DREAMS CAN COME TRUE, SO WATCH OUT
If you’ve had a premonition, seen a ghost, or guessed who was calling when the phone rang, if
you’ve denied your experiences or worried that you were going nuts, you need ways to cope. It’s
difficult to accept that people sometimes know things it’s impossible for them to know. That’s
when gooseflesh races along your arms and legs.
At seven, Toby Fesler Heathcotte spoke with her best friend killed in a car wreck three months
earlier. Her parents dismissed the episode as imagination. She knows what it’s like to distrust
herself, to suffer ridicule and disbelief, to fear for her sanity, and to search for guidance and
understanding.
Out of the Psychic Closet: The Quest to Trust My True Nature describes Heathcotte’s
paranormal experiences and her failure to integrate them. It details anecdotes of other people,
analyzes research in the field, gives historical background, and suggests print and online
resources for further study. Topics include ghosts, near-death experiences, retrocognition,
dreams and lucid dreaming, doubles, déjà vu, visions, glossolalia, auras, remote viewing, UFO’s,
voices, precognition, channeling, telepathy, spirit guides, peak experiences, xenoglossy,
electronic transmission, past life memories, intuition, mystical awareness, and much more.
This book is your go-to source when you’ve seen a ghost, dreamed something that came true, felt
a nudge to change your mind, heard a voice in your head, felt at home in a new place, or smelled
the aftershave of a dead loved ones. It shows you how to step out of the psychic closet yourself.
You will rise above anxiety and distrust and incorporate your psychic abilities into a more honest
model of personal reality. You can turn your consternation into awe and your fear into gratitude.
Fascinated by the ways the paranormal works in our lives, Heathcotte dramatizes them in her
fiction. In the Alma Chronicles, the characters see ghosts, dream true, remember past lives,
predict disasters, and have visions. Souls, bound together in a circle of love, passion, betrayal,
and murder, reincarnate lifetime after lifetime from the ancient Celtic world through twenty-first
century Arizona. 2009 releases in this series are Luke’s Covenant and The Comet’s Return.
Toby Fesler Heathcotte is both mother and grandmother. A former teacher, she now serves as
president of Arizona Authors Association and lives in Glendale, Arizona.
Exploring the ways the paranormal works in our lives…
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Out of the Psychic Closet: The Quest to Trust My True Nature
By Toby Fesler Heathcotte, cover art by Ardy Scott
ISBN 1-60619-139-X
Price print book $16.95, e-book $6.50
Available online and at bookstores nationwide.
For more information, visit twilighttimesbooks.com or outofthepsychiccloset.com

The Alma Chronicles by Toby Fesler Heathcotte, cover art by Zanne Kennedy
Souls, bound together in a circle of love, passion, betrayal, and murder, reincarnate
lifetime after lifetime from the ancient Celtic world through twenty-first century America.
A Scottish immigrant in eighteenth-century England, Alison struggles for acceptance
as an independent innkeeper. Such scandalous behavior for a lone and pregnant
woman could result in exile to the streets of London. The Jacobite Rebellion brings
an English lieutenant to the inn door, and Alison falls in love. A diviner reveals that
he is no other than the Celtic lover to whom Alison owes a centuries-old karmic debt.

Alison’s Legacy
ISBN 978-0-99819961-0-3
Price print book $14, e-book $7
In search of his life’s path, Lainn, the boy, yearns to end slavery in the American
Colonies. During his youth he battles English tyranny by sword and pen. As a man,
Lainn finds his future united with the spirit of rebellion swirling through his adopted
homeland. He must find a way to preserve it. Two women haunt his soul—one
beloved, the other a sworn enemy.

Lainn’s Destiny
ISBN 978-0-99819961-1-0
Price print book $18, e-book $7
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In a vision, Angie sees her fiancé’s plane crash in 1987 in the American Southwest.
She begs him not to leave, but he ignores her warnings, takes off in the plane, and
dies before her eyes. Angie refuses to accept a future without her love. When lucid
dreaming fails to keep his spirit near, Angie searches for a chink in the barrier of
death. And she finds one.

Angie’s Promise
ISBN 978-0-99819961-2-7
Price print book $14, e-book $7
Willing to sacrifice his life on Nine Eleven, Luke instead finds himself required to
live. He must protect himself and his family from an ancient vendetta at the hands of
a man compelled to murder them all. Although failing before, Kegan has been reborn
with paranormal skills that give him the advantage this time. He’ll finally get the
revenge he deserves.

Luke’s Covenant
ISBN 978-0-99819961-3-4
Price print book $14, e-book $7
In 2061 Arizona, Angela dreams of people she should recognize and events she
should remember. With her career and her sanity in jeopardy, she goes to the trunk
opening for Halley’s Comet and finds her love from their previous incarnation.
Connecting with her previous lifetime opens Angela to the great knowledge. Kegan
yet walks the world, intent on ending the blood feud from Celtic times.

The Comet’s Return
ISBN 978-0-99819961-4-1
Price print book $14, e-book $7
Available at amazon.com, mobipocket.com, and from the publisher, mardelbooks.com
For more information, visit tobyheathcotte.com
Media kits, review copies, and interviews available upon request.

